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Vaksen an pa fè moun pa ka fè 
pitit. 

Li enposib pou vaksen an chanje 
ADN ou. 

Ou ta dwe pran vaksen an 
menmsi ou te gen COVID-19 deja. 

Vaksen an pral travay nan nivo  
ki pi efikas la aprè denye doz la. 

Add your images
Head to the image bank in 
the next slide and follow 
the copy instructions there. 
Once you’re back here 
press Command + v or Ctrl 
+ V to paste the image 
here. 

Move your image to cover 
the dotted lines. Don’t size 
up/down the images for 
legibility once printed.
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Translate/ Add text
Translate the title and  
information to the 
community’s language by 
clicking into the text boxes 
and typing.

Feel free to edit/add copy 
to better fit the 
community’s needs. Please 
don’t change the font or 
style to maintain brand 
consistency across 
different assets.
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Export/Print
You can either directly print 
this page from here by 
printing this slide to letter 
paper or exporting it first.

If you wish to export first, 
go to File → Download→ 
JPEG of current slide
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The vaccine does not cause 
infertility. 

It is impossible for the vaccine 
to change your DNA. 

You should still get the vaccine 
even after getting COVID-19. 

The vaccine has maximum 
effectivity after the last dose. 

Add your images
Head to the image bank in 
the next slide and follow 
the copy instructions there. 
Once you’re back here 
press Command + v or Ctrl 
+ V to paste the image 
here. 

Move your image to cover 
the dotted lines. Don’t size 
up/down the images for 
legibility once printed.
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Translate/ Add text
Translate the title and  
information to the 
community’s language by 
clicking into the text boxes 
and typing.

Feel free to edit/add copy 
to better fit the 
community’s needs. Please 
don’t change the font or 
style to maintain brand 
consistency across 
different assets.
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You can either directly print 
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printing this slide to letter 
paper or exporting it first.

If you wish to export first, 
go to File → Download→ 
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